Protect yourself from tropical heat !
The Cooling Function Wear

coolbit ･ Double Mesh Cap
This cap cools the back of
the head and is designed to
be comfortable while working
and playing sports.

10℃ improved cooling eﬀect.
Feel the diﬀerence.

Before use

Navy

Grey
White

After 10 minutes

The surface of the helmet can
reach extremely high temperatures in tropical heat,
but you can keep your head
cool as shown in blue graph.
Temperature on
helmet surface
Temperature on
the back of coolbit

Beige

The back of the head is
kept cool for about 3
hours.
Re-soak it in iced water
and beneﬁt from its
cooling eﬀects for 3
more hours.

coolbit Double Mesh Cap
Product No, CBSPCP82/color
Khaki

Size : Free , 54-60cm

coolbit UV Long Flap Cap

coolbit Wide Mesh Hat
Shelters you from the sunshine
with the wide brim.

Pink
White
Blue

Beige

The length
of the ﬂap / 23cm

Adjustable brim angle
by inside wire.

soft
brim
UNISEX Antibacteria
Deodorization

Navy

BEG NVY GRY

Grey

coolbit UV Long Flap Cap

coolbit Wide Mesh Hat

Product No, CBSPCP53/color

Product No, CBSPHT55/color

Size : Free , 58-60cm

UNISEX Antibacteria
Deodorization

Removable
chin strap

Size : Free , 57.5-59.5cm
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Keep cool !

For workers !

Cool your head and body in tropical heat.
coolbit ･ Builder Ⅱ
Heat
and moisture

Grey

Dimple
processing
Absorbs
water ﬁber

Dimple
processing
Navy

Cooling mechanism
through eﬀective
heat vaporization

Eliminates direct sunshine and reduces the harsh eﬀects of
heat by wearing the cool head wrap under your helmet.

coolbit ･ Builder V

coolbit Builder Ⅱ
Product No, CBBⅡ-GRY/NVY
Material : Polyester and unique water absorbing ﬁber
Size : Free , 54-60cm

Structure of Coolbit Builder Ⅱ and V
After absorbing water

The net cover lightly protects
the hair. The ﬁber is anti-static
and has deodorization and
anti-bacterial properties.
Before absorbing water

coolbit Builder V
Product No, CBBV-GRY
Material : Polyester and unique water absorbing ﬁber
Size : Free , 54-60cm

The special ﬁber absorbs and keeps water
several times of its own weight. It can be washed
repeatedly, and be used many times.

coolbit ･ Ice Pocket Vest

with Reﬂective tape

Water, ice and cold storage pack can be used in 3 ways!
Water

冷水で！

Cold storage

保冷剤で！
Ice

氷で！
cool design inside

Keep your body cool for
3 hours or more!
Cooling eﬀect graph
Outdoor
Back of Vest

Breathable waterproof cloth used
International patent
US PAT.9271530 , CN PAT.104023575
coolbit Ice Pocket Vest
Product No, 3CL-WA3

using cold water

Size M : Height 155-170cm / Chest 70-90cm
Size L : Height 165-180cm / Chest 80-100cm

Size : M / L / XL

Size XL : Height 175-185cm / Chest 90-110cm
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Safe for children. Vaporization will cool your neck
where motor nerves are concentrated. PAT.3975453

Junior / Kids series

can machine wash

All
seasons

coolbit ･ UV Flap Hat

Pink

（
（

White

Sky

Orange

The width of the brim

6.5cm

The length
of the ﬂap

coolbit UV Flap Hat
Product No, WR-HT901-color
Color : Blue , Pink, Sky, White, Orange

Point to cool
coolbit patch

13cm

Size : Free , 54-58cm(with rubber ﬁt)

Built-in high water absorption ﬁber
hat size 7cm×17cm

Blue

Flap cannot be removed.

Other special characteristic

UV

+ COOL

plus

①Reversible red and white
Absorb the sweat,
easy to dry material.

UV shieldity rate

Cool Fabric

More
than

Absorb the sweat,
easy to dry, less stuﬀy,
antibacterial are better.

With hook

③All seasons
Cool in summer.
Warm in fall with ﬂap.

⑤COOL
Built-in high water absorption ﬁber.
Soak , squeeze and put it on!

Point to cool
coolbit patch

The fabric shows a high shielding rate
for UV light.

②Soft Brim
The brim is urethane
material. Wide and soft.

⑥The high UV shielding rate
in lining
Covering the neck from the cheek.
High UV guard with long ﬂap.

Soft rubber ﬁt

UV Fabric

99%

BOKEN Quality Evaluation Institute
Inspection results

With hat strap

④Kids for kindergarten and primary school
M(52 〜 56cm)and L(54 〜 58cm)
with soft rubber ﬁt.

Built-in high water
absorption ﬁber

Point to cool
coolbit patch
Built-in high water
absorption ﬁber

coolbit ･ UV Flap Cap

The width
of the brim

Blue

Sax

Pink

7cm
From around 3 to 10 years old.

（
（
The length
of the ﬂap

16cm
1 Soak

Orange

White

Khaki

coolbit UV Flap Cap

Point to cool
coolbit patch
Built-in high water
absorption ﬁber
hat size 5cm×14cm
How to use coolbit
2 Squeeze

Red

Product No, CM703S-color
Color : Orange, Blue, Sax, Pink, White, Khaki, Red, Yellow
Size : Free , 52-58cm(with rubber ﬁt)
Yellow

3 Put it on!

Flap cannot be removed.

Soak 1 minute

coolbit

patch

in cold water.

Point to cool
Built-in high water absorption ﬁber.
coolbit patch Cool in the heat vaporization of water.

soft
brim

Comfortable and easy to wash!
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About
coolbit

coolbit

has superabsorbent ﬁber embedded by patented process
and corresponds with various anti-heat exhaustion products.

Water
Evaporation

coolbit

is made up of some of the patent
incorporating a superabsorbent ﬁber.

Moisture

Coolness
Remove body heat

Superabsorbent ﬁber
which is interwoven in
coolbit ﬂap part,
holds several times
as much moisture as
regular cotton.

Superabsorbent
Fiber

Skin

How to use
1
2
3

coolbit

Soak the ﬂap in water for about 1 minute.
Cold water will give you better eﬀect.
Take the ﬂap out of water and squeeze it
lightly. Then attach it to the cap.
When the ﬂap is exposed to the sun,
it becomes very cool. After the coolness is reduced, soak the ﬂap in water again.

Major characteristics of
1
2
3

4

5

coolbit

Simple remove the ﬂap from coolbit cap and soak it in water, squeeze it,
and you will get UV protection as well as cooling eﬀect.

The back of your neck is protected against
3 ways to use
direct sunlight and harmful UV rays.
removing the ﬂap
Directly cool oﬀ the back of your head and
neck where motor nerves are localized.
A removable ﬂap allows you to get the
cooling eﬀect easily. You don t have to
soak the whole cap.
Rotating ﬂap can be folded up inside
the cap. The ﬂap lets you cool oﬀ any
as a regular cap/hat
part of your head you want.
Can be used as regular cap by removing the ﬂap.
coolbit cap,hat and visor ;
PAT JP 3975453, JP 4501092, JP4793593, JPD1039291,
US 6,966,072, US 7,681,253, US D510178, US D477706,
CN 162272, CN 101155561

rotating a ﬂap

using the ﬂap

change the
cool position

coolbit features

coolbit Ice Pocket Vest ;
PAT JP2013-553264, JP D1540784
US 9,271,530, CN 10423575
coolbit is International Trademark.
ⒸKOBAYA CO,.LTD JAPAN 2000-2016

Contact us :
GAC Enterprise Pte Ltd
Tel : +65 87000894
Email : sales@gacventures.com
Web : www.gacventures.com
1557 Keppel Road,
#02-10B Singapore 089066
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